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The Architect’s Statement:
The enveloping grid framework is a significant element of the design. Its formal
qualities allow the complex and varied elements with the “campus” to read as
individual components; separate elements, or example, the research centre, the Imax
theatre, or the Aboriginal centre, have greater individuality than would be possible or
appropriate without the ordering frame.
It is a building that is also a collection of buildings, where the landscape
interpenetrates the forms and where garden and open activity space interact. It subtly
lays claim to a powerful presence by its very interaction with the landscape; the
gardens themselves become inclusive to its form. It is not a forbidden and
impenetrable institution entered through closed doors.

Denton Corker Marshalli

Source http://www.architecture.com.au/awards_search
Photograph by John Gollings
General Intent
The Melbourne Museum was completed in 2001, after a protracted design and approval
process. The building is sited in the historic Exhibition Gardens and in awkward proximity to
the Royal Exhibition Building (built in 1880). Clearly, the architects needed reference points
in locating, orienting and dividing a building of this scale and complexity, in such a
contentious site. The convergence of paths in the Gardens and the formal classicism and
dominant dome its Beaux-Arts neighbour are balanced by a blade, cantilevered to 40 metres
in height, which divides the internal space. Haig Beck and Jackie Cooper describe the
resulting form as “a cruciform classical building, which is the focus of radiating tree lined
paths”ii. Inside the building is a living rainforest, IMAX theatre, intimate and vast exhibition
spaces, and a hands-on and child-scaled place for little ones to read, play and interact.
Most notably, the Museum contains Bunjilaka, a dedicated Aboriginal gallery and meeting
place for the Wurundjeri and Boonwurung groups, the traditional owners of Melbourne and
surroundings suburbs. The name Bunjilka is also derived from local and south-eastern
Australian Aboriginal languages. Bunjilaka contains tow galleries; Birrirung has an everchanging program of artists and their art from southeastern Australia and Jumbunna houses
the main exhibitions and temporary displaysiii.
Two parallel ‘boulevards’ run east-west; these provide circulation clarity and legibility, and
enclosure for the more intimate exhibition and office spaces. The building is organised by a
grid, which again responds to the orthogonal planning of the park in which it sits and makes
broader references to Melbourne’s Hoddle grid. This grid system makes for comfortable
navigation through the museum, as it indicates and includes entries, links, and resting
spaces (for those suffering museum-fatigue). Materials have been specified to pragmatically
address the requirements of the brief, and are robust, honest and in many cases, modest;
Beck and Cooper note that “[d]etailed well, cheap materials can be effective”iv. Materials
used include concrete (to suggest and replace stone), simple aluminium fixings and recycled
timbers.
There are three major areas of focus in the timber design and internal fitout of this building:
1. the general use in the surfaces and display fittings (floors, wall lining, and general
display cases);
2. the Phar Lap exhibition, and associated items; and
3. Bunjilaka (Aboriginal Centre), and associated desks and floors.

General use
Timber flooring is used in the long circulation spaces as a delineating and directing medium.
The 65mm wide, pale Victorian Ash (see timber notes at end) strip flooring is finished with
clear, hard-wearing polyurethane. Although the boards are grooved from heavy wear they
still retain good features (and floors in several galleries appear to have been recently
recoated). The shiny, pale floors serve to accentuate walking areas, as opposed to the
exhibition spaces, which have darker parquetry floors.
In the Mind & Body and Science & Life Galleries at the west end of the building, the walls are
white, the ceiling is painted a uniform matt black and the floor (as a bold tonal contrast) is
colour-matched, mid to light brown block parquetry, with ruddy tones (and is most likely
Messmate, Eucalyptus obliqua, see notes at end) laid in an offset vertical strip pattern. The
floor has compressible sealant stirps at construction joints; this also serves to visually to
break up the large runs of the floors, making spaces more intimate and accessible.
The floors throughout the Museum provide a warm and comforting colour and texture
against the other more constrained surfaces, such as concrete and aluminium. There is
damage to the floor in the long gallery towards the café. Here, repairing and sealing the
heavily-trafficked floor against the inevitable moisture, impact and roller damage has been
difficult. The Australia Gallery, on the upper level receives the most traffic, while floors in the
galleries on ground and lower floors appear to be in good condition generally; however, the
finish has started to wear at the major entry points.
The lower walls in the gallerias are clad with veneered panels of golden sassafras, in a
longitudinal patchwork pattern. This warm, golden panelling contrasts with the cold stainless
steel clad columns, and the dull grey concrete floors. The overt detailing of the stainless
steel (explicit jointing, bolts and sheets) also contrasts with the delicate detailing of the
timber clad walls, which are further offset by well positioned down lighting.

Phar Lap Exhibition
The most popular exhibition in the Museum is Phar Lap – A True Legend. The exhibition
features Phar Lap as a ‘personality’ in a 7-minute compilation of the original talkie newsreels
of the 1930s, depicting the horse’s wins, life, popularity and sudden (controversial) death.

Source: http://www.museum.vic.gov.au/pharlap/museum/mn007397.asp?

To match the period, the display is complete with both fine art deco detail and a sense of
opulence.

One striking feature of the Australia gallery is the detailing of the seats, which have a stone
base, on a metal frame, with 50mm thick timber tops, comprising eight bands, each 100mm
wide. The top itself is 800mm wide and is constructed of timbers of different 3 colours; a
pale honey (possibly Ash), a rich red (Jarrah) and a black central square, which may be a
stained timber, to fit in with the modest approach to materials’ specification in the Museum
generally.
The front and back of the top of each seat (with the pale wood) is rounded, while the sides
parallel to the dark timber are squared. The seats were part of the initial installation of the
Phar Lap exhibition, but have been retained, one would presume, due to their elegance and
robustness.

Photo of seats here
Bunjilaka
Throughout the Museum, the ‘stick’ and ‘blade’ are key uniting and architectural features.
They appear over scaled, in terms of the supports for the porte cochere of the entry, and as
the central architectural spine of the building itself. Sticks and blades also appear through
the Museum in a variety of ways and particularly, and overtly, in several spaces within
Bunjilaka, the Aboriginal Centre.
Outside the entry to Bunjilaka is a series of glass display cabinets with solid, angled bases
(much like upended obelisks). These modernist cases, with their dark veneered timber and
machine produced detailing provide a stark counterpoint to the hand wrought aboriginal
artefacts housed within.
Photo of display cases here (do not use an image which shows artefacts – we don’t have
permission – speaking of which, we have to obtain permission from the architects and the
Museum before this text and images are approved – see notes in email 10/11)
The entry to Bunjilaka is skewed, not coming directly off the Orientation Galleria at 90°, as
with other galleries in the Museum. Instead, the visitor is drawn deeply into this space by
following the sinuous curve of an articulated wall, and the patterns in the lovely, inlayed
floor. The boards are 50mm wide and are of varying lengths. They are gapped, with a
deliberate inlay or infill apparent between each board; this device gives a strong sense of
linearity, and perhaps journey, through and along the space. The visitor is ‘greeted’ by a
wide bench, the top of which is a solid slab of River Red Gum (E. camaldulensis), sealed but
with the life of the tree evident in the timber’s knots, twists and depth of colour. The corners
are dovetailed, which demonstrates this is no mere slab of wood, but a lovingly worked
artefact in its own right.
The in-filled floor pattern (end grain block parquetry) in parts of the foyer serves to ‘pull’ the
visitor across the space, haphazardly, to view display cases and artefacts that line the foyer,
and into smaller side galleries which have darkened and intriguing entries.
The internal sacred space or Kalaya (which means meeting place) represents a clearing in a
mountain ash forest and is a stylised version of aboriginal bark huts used by the indigenous
people of southeastern Australia. This circular space spirals upwards, like the smoke of a
ceremonial fire. The high feature diagonally arranged Victorian Ash panels that line the space
internally also accentuate the spiral. The space is punctuated by narrow treetrunks, and is
washed by light from on overhead light well. Perforated acoustic panels are not only a strong
textural feature but also serve to reduce the echoes of voice and footfall. The floor has a
slight camber as it rises upwards; plywood sheeting is used here to robustly address the
camber.

Insert sacred space images here.
This space has limited public access as it is largely reserved for use by indigenous groups. It
is not only a fitting embodiment of the traditions of indigenous groups of the area but also a
vital aspect of the Australia exhibition. Timber is, of course, an obvious choice of material in
this sacred space. However, it is way in which timber is used which makes this space even
more significant: ply flooring, diagonal cladding and perforated panels firmly locate this
design in the present, but there are also clear references to a rich cultural indigenous past.

Detailed Description - Materiality – Surface
Tasmanian Oak/Victorian Ask (Eucalyptus regnans / obliqua / delegatensis)
Tasmanian Oak, also variously referred to a Victorian Ash, is straw to tan coloured, and has
a similar appearance to straight grain American Oak. It is often specified as a local American
Oak substitute. Depending on the region from which it is sourced, Victorian Ash/Tasmanian
Oak can have a medium high degree of colour variation from pale straw (often with pinkish
highlights) to tan and some medium grey/brown tones. Tasmanian Oak/Victorian Ash
undergoes, over time, a slight degree of colour change with a muting of the overall colour
variation and an ambering of the straw tones to a slightly darker tan.
http://www.wflooring.com/Technical_Info/Species_Tech_Info/Species_Pages/ash_victorian.htm

Victorian Ash (close-up of the straight / quartered graining)
(Source: http://www.wflooring.com/Photo_Gallery/photos_ash_victorian.htm)

Sassafras (Atherosperma moschatum)
The Tasmanian timber Golden Sassafras (Atherosperma moschatum) is a beautiful pale
creamy grey to white timber. Finishing to a golden and grey tone, it makes a very attractive
veneer or a solid timber (with knots for figure). When the tree is infected with a staining
fungus Blackheart Sassafras is the result; both Golden and Blackheart varieties are becoming
increasingly popular with architects and furniture makers.
Blackheart Sassafras has distinctive black, dark brown and sometimes green streaks running
through the wood; no two pieces are ever identical which make this timber highly prized for
decorative work and woodturning. Sassafras wood is light and strong, is rather soft and
easily worked, and is therefore generally used for veneers, cabinet making mouldings,
panels, and joinery.v

Golden Sassafras (Source: http://www.indeco.net.au/sassafras.htm)

Blackheart Sassafras (Source: http://www.exotichardwoods.com/images/Featured/sassafras.html)

Messmate (Eucalyptus obliqua)
The timber of the native hardwood Messmate (Eucalyptus obliqua) (also Stringy Messmate)
is used for general construction, furniture, and panelling. Messmate is also an extremely
good flooring timber. It has a dark straw colour when milled which changes to a medium oak
on exposure. Most of the timber milled is quarter sawn and appears fairly plain; however it
possesses a bold and attractive figure.

The lighter timber in this floor is Stringy Messmate (E. obliqua); the timber of the lattice and the
border is Spotted Gum (E. maculata).
(Source http://www.iandgilham.net/floors/Messmate/spottedgumlattice.html)

River Red Gum (Eucalyptus camaldulensis)
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